ENTHENTICA PUF IP “DEVICE BIOMETRIC IDENTITY”
HELP PUF “KEY GENERATOR” FOR FPGAS AND ASICS
- Enthentica PUF IP for FPGAs uses an existing functional unit, SHA-3 as the
source of entropy, and minimizes area/energy overhead
- Enthentica PUF IP for ASICs for (microprocessors – microcontrollers) small
footprint &lt; 15,000 gates, low power consumption, fast boot ~10 ms, new key each
boot or replicate the key - important for edge devices
- Cloud Services for Device management- authentication, authorizations, key
management, firmware updates, decommissioning
- Utilizes the physical and electrical properties of the silicon to generate a digital finger print
or Biometric Device Identity unique to that specific device
- Strong “Biometric Device Identity” (BDI) provides a secure alternative to manufacturer
installed default passwords and device keys stored in embedded Non-Volatile Memory
(eNVM)
- Virtually unlimited number of digital secrets or bitstrings that serve as Keys or Device
Biometric Identity
- Produces Keys of cryptographic quality to establish a secure environment and Root of Trust
for Authentication and encryption functions
- Tamper Resistant and Supply Chain integrity
- Resistant to machine learning and side channel attacks to steal or compromise secret keys
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Cyber Security for Embedded Systems
ENTHENTICA FPGA PUF IP
- Enthentica Help PUF – Key Generation Engine KG is a hardware security and trust primitive
that is directly synthesizable into existing FPGAs, using an implementation of a cryptographic
function as a source of entropy.
- The Help PUF KG provides reproducible bitstrings to serve as keys for encryption or
authentication protocols. The strong characteristics of the HELP PUF KG also makes it possible
to generate a virtually unlimited number of bitstrings while the complex nature of the entropy
source makes it resilient to model-building attacks. The hardware interface is flexible and
small, simplify the integration of HELP PUF KG into customer products.
- The key produced by the HELP PUF KG engine is cryptographic quality (NIST 800-22) and
possesses excellent statistical properties related to uniqueness and randomness. The HELP
PUF KG is currently available for most FPGAs (all Xilinx FPGAs) and a current customer has
implemented HELP PUF on a Xilinx 7020 series FPGA.

OUR SOLUTION
The HELP PUF KG is implemented, as simple block-level integration into customer products.
Our proprietary enrollment and device management IP is hosted in the Enthentica Cloud
Services or can be licensed to our customer for hosting in a secure facility.The enrollment
server collects and securely stores “Challenge-Response-Pairs” (CRPs) used during a fielded
operation as a means of implementing a strong, CRP-Based, form of authentication, and/or
as a means of generating a shared secret between a fielded token and the secure server for
encrypted communications. The second regeneration IP is programmed into the fielded
token and supports five modes of operations. It incorporates two authentication modes,
token and verifier authentication, two encryption modes, session and key-encryption key
and a raw-bitstring mode.
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RESOURCE UTILIZATION AND RUN TIME
The HELP PUF KG’s resource utilization and information is included in the chart below. The
latest version of Xilinx Vivado was used to generate the synthesis and implementation results.
HELP KG

Utilization & Run Time (approx.)

LUTS

6000

FlipFlops

3000

On-Chip BRAM

16 KB

Run Time for one Mode of Operation 900 MS for Zynq-7000 Series & 500MS for Zynq Ultrascale + Series

The challenge component of the CPRs for the HELP PUF KG are defined as 2-vector sequences,
which are applied to the primary inputs of the embedded cryptographic datapath component.
A unique and distinguishable feature of the HELP PUF KG is the complex relationship that exists
between the challenges and the test paths. Challenge generation can be carried out using
random number generators or using automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) software. The
benefit of using ATPG is the larger variety of paths that can be targeted, which in turn,
improves the randomness and uniqueness characteristics of the generated bitstrings. We
refer to the challenges generated using ATPG software as entropy – enhanced challenges. A
standard set of entropy enhanced challenges are supplied under the license agreement.
Additional sets can be generated and delivered under a separate licensing agreement.

IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS
The following options are also available for tuning to specific security requirements:
- Enthentica has developed a custom CAD tool flow for generating entropy-rich challenges.
- Challenges and/or masks can be generated by the customer using pseudo-random number
generator with a set of documented constraints or they may use a freely provided entropy-rich set of challenges and masks developed by Enthentica.
- Additional entropy-rich challenge vectors and mask sets are also available and can be
licensed from Enthentica for applications that require high levels of security.

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO PLACE AN ORDER
Jim@enthentica.com - Jim Plusquellic, CTO, founder and inventor and leader in embedded
systems security and PUFs Physical Unclonable Function.
Charles@enthentica.com - Charles Mendez, CEO, business manager.
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